Bloomberg BNA is launching a new quarterly memo for Bloomberg Law subscribers. The memo will bring subscribers up to date on cataloging changes for Bloomberg Law content, including information on new/revised records as well as deletions for superseded items. The records are available free of charge on the Law School Professional Information Center website, located at www.bna.com/marcrecords.

NEW MARC RECORDS:

American Bar Association (ABA):

-20th Annual National Institute on Negotiating Business Acquisitions (OCLC *939962632)

American Law Institute:

-Restatement of the law, second--contracts 2d (OCLC *760066325)
-Restatement of the law, second, torts 2d (OCLC *776947628)

Bloomberg BNA Books:

-ADR in Employment Law, OCLC *944985414
-Age Discrimination in Employment Law (2nd Ed.), OCLC *933853655
-Arbitration 2014, OCLC *945929387
-Constructing and Deconstructing Patents (2nd Ed.) OCLC *944958266
-Construction Industry Labor and Employment Law, OCLC *945086212
-Covenants Not to Compete (10th Ed.) OCLC *944957437
-Cybersecurity Litigation: Consumer Data Protection and Privacy, OCLC *945657445
-Fair Labor Standards Act (3rd Ed.) OCLC *933772379
-International Labor and Employment Laws (4th Ed.) OCLC *933734174
-Patents after the AIA, OCLC *945930318
-Patent Prosecution: Law, Practice, and Procedure (9th Ed.) OCLC *945081816
-Patents and the Federal Circuit (12th Ed.) OCLC *933759785 -Pharmaceutical Patent Law (3rd Ed.) OCLC *936179488
-Pharmaceutical and Medical Device Law (2nd Ed.) OCLC *936179093. NB: revises Pharmaceutical law, c2007.
-Products Comparison Manual for Trademark Users (3rd Ed.) OCLC *904553883
-PTAB Handbook, OCLC *944961855
-Trade Secrets (5th Ed.) OCLC *915171273
Federal Judicial Center:

-Manual for complex litigation, fourth (OCLC *62135007)

Litigation Practice Portfolio Series:

-Jurisdiction (LPPS 602), OCLC *940834785
-White Collar Criminal Investigations (LPPS 651), OCLC *946941087
-International Arbitration (LPPS 652), OCLC *940841622

REVISED MARC RECORDS:

American Bar Association (ABA):


RECORDS TO DELETE:

The following titles or editions have been superseded and no longer available. You may wish to remove them from your local catalog.

Bloomberg BNA Books:

-Age Discrimination in Employment Law [1st Ed.], OCLC *859945371
-Constructing and Deconstructing Patents [1st Ed.], OCLC *812847887
-Covenants Not to Compete: A State-by-State Survey (9th Ed.), OCLC *868311227
-Drafting Patent License Agreements (7th Ed.), OCLC *861616769
-Fair Labor Standards Act (2nd Ed.), OCLC *841588988
-International Labor and Employment Laws (3rd Ed.), OCLC *436233102 -Patent Law and Practice (7th Ed.), OCLC *813844643
-Patent Litigation Strategies Handbook (3rd Ed.), OCLC *824457800
-Patent Prosecution: Law, Practice, and Procedure (8th Ed.), OCLC *868241127

*************************

If you wish to be taken off this mailing list, please let me know. For any other questions, please email me at MNewton@bna.com, or call me at 703-341-3308.
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